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niques have made the following studier possible:
(I ) Studier on repeated DNA sequence in N. crassa. While most eucaryotic organisms contain large numbers of repeated
DNA sequences, N. crassa has very few (Dutta and Kohne 1969 Proc. Xl Intern. Botany Congr. 1969:50), if any, of such repeated requences~A~imately
drial D N A .

10% of the whole cell DNA is found to be repeated. This is believed to be mortlv mitochonFurthermore,
This will be an extremely useful property in the interpretation of the nucleic acid hybridization data.

it has been possible to study the entire kinetics of DNA reassociation.
This knowledge enabler an accurate measurement, within
1% error, of the identity of nucleotide sequencer of DNA from different cell types.
Comparisons of half Cot values (Cot =
bD at 260 r&2)x hours of incubation:

l/2 Cot = Cot value for 50% hybridization:Britten and Kohne 1968 Science 161:529)

of E. coli (standard) DNA with N. crossa DNA enable us to conclude that the “information conten?’ of N. crassa
is close to 2 x 1010 daltonr.
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(4) Studies on chromatinr isolated from differentiated cells of N. crassa.
Several workers have established the usefulness of
&r studier
the study of the chemistry of chromatins for understanding the molecular basis of morphogenesir in higher organisms.
regarding the chemical composition of chromatinr and basic proteins (Dwivedi, Dutta and Bloch 1969 J. Cell Biol. 43:51 ) in-

